
 
Minutes of the HCC Meeting of 8th February 2016 
Present 
Patrick Field, Michael Poteliakhoff, Ricardo Johnson  
Appologies,   Adam Coffman, Anna Guidaniec 
Motor traffic diversions for Wightman Rd bridge rebuilding-   
Latest info has been requested from LBH and MP has reiterated need for continued cycle access to 
be signed, but no response has been received.   There is a public meeting on 17th February.   
PF has drafted an email to local LCC members.  Simon Monk has commented and PF has 
incorporated suggestions to a revised text, sent to Simon, but has not yet heard back.  He will phone 
Amy and send out email. 
POST MEETING NOTE- MP sent further email to LBH including detailed comments from Grant 
Gahagan.   In the meeting LBH confirmed diversions and barriers are to be signed “Except Cyclists”.   
It will be necessary to dismount at the 2m wide temporary bridge.   The closure to motor traffic 
starts on 29th March and will be in place for 5 months. 
North Road Highgate 
It was agreed MP will object to the “funnel” approach to the new zebra crossing.  POST MEETING 
NOTE- the consultation has been extended to end date Sunday 20 March 2016.  The Haringey Bus 
Watch West Committee are proposing bus lanes in both directions and median (central) parking, 
which would avoid cars backing in to the road.  As this is a bus turn around there would be 
stationary buses in the bus lanes much of the time. 
https://consultations.tfl.gov.uk/buses/route-271  
Tottenham Lane roundabout 
MP explained TfL’s plan to turn around 91 buses here and reconfigure the roundabout with a run-
over built out at the corner to Ferme Pk Rd, to slow down traffic.   It was agreed this is not ideal but 
the minimum adjustment for cycle safety should be to give this a flush edge instead of raised 20mm.  
MP will email LBH.  POST MEETING NOTE-  LBH are not going to change the detail, but have offered 
to meet HCC on site post implementation. 
HCC Banner 
Robert White reports this was stolen or taken as rubbish at end of the last Lordship Rec Green Fair. It 
was agreed a replacement should be ordered.  MP thought Anna would have the graphics. 
Seven Sisters Rd improvements 
PF said access to New River Way is important and Netherton Rd should be made 2-way for cycles.   
MP will respond to the consultation for HCC. 
  


